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Hector Paez is accused of
kidnapping and raping a woman
after a traffic stop in May 2010.
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Denver judge to rule in December on rape
charge against police officer
By Jessica Fender 
The Denver Post

A Denver district judge said Tuesday that he will wait until
December to decide whether to drop rape and kidnapping
charges against a Denver police officer.

Missing evidence — audio files of the first interviews with the
alleged victim — resurfaced just after a jury was picked in
Officer Hector Paez's trial, prompting a mistrial in September.

Judge Robert McGahey listened for two days as internal-
affairs investigators with the Denver Police Department tried
to recall who knew about the tapes and when.

Crunched for time, McGahey gave the attorneys until Dec. 20
to submit their closing arguments in writing.

Testimony on Tuesday gave a clearer picture of how the
recordings went missing.

Denver police Sgt. Jaime Lu cero led the investigation into
whether Paez kidnapped and raped a woman after a May 2010
traffic stop. Lucero videotaped initial interviews and took
photographs of locations and clothing.

And he turned over everything — even a bogus tip from a
member of the public — to Paez's defense attorney, he said.

A fellow internal-affairs investigator was less careful. Sgt. Kim
Hull recorded two phone calls and, more important, tape-
recorded the drive in which Paez's accuser guided Hull and
Lucero to locations involved in the alleged crime.

She left internal affairs shortly afterward. But she never turned
over the recordings, which were found on her computer at the
trial's outset.

Denver prosecutor Doug Jackson said no one intended to hide evidence.

"This really just boils down to a mistake made by one sergeant on one day that was the result
of simple forgetfulness," he said.
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The defense disagrees.

Because a jury was empaneled before the first trial jumped the tracks, starting another puts
Paez in double jeopardy, said Gary Lozow, a criminal-defense attorney with Foster Graham.

He said he asked Lucero about the possibility of a recording months ago and that it took a
skilled computer user within the Police Department about five minutes to find the lost files.

"The bottom line is five minutes would have solved the problem," Lozow said. "It's my
contention that the defense was misled, the court was misled and this case would have been
over by now had there been diligence."

Jessica Fender: 303-954-1244 or jfender@denverpost.com

Follow Jessica Fender on Twitter.
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